The temperature dependence of traction coefficient was evaluated for some kinds of disk-shaped liquid crystal compounds by using the Reciprocating type (SRV) friction/wear tester under EHL contacts.
INTRODUCTION
Rod-like liquid crystals, as used in liquid crystal displays, have been heavily researched as electrorheological fluids aimed at active control of friction by the electric orientation control of liquid crystal molecules, utilizing anisotropic low viscosity, namely Miesowics viscosity [1] , derived from anisotropic orientation of molecular aggregates. There have been, however, very few if any studies of the friction properties of discotic liquid crystals [2] , probably because they usually show relatively high transition temperature range and high viscosity and also might be impractical except use as optical compensation film for LCDs [3] . In this paper we show that discotic liquid crystals produce very low friction probably because they are able to align horizontally easier than rod-like molecules on a polar surface, namely glass, polymer film and so on [4] .
In the tribological circumstances where strong shear forces are operating between polar surfaces like iron or ceramics, discotic liquid crystals would be easy to align homeotropically near both of the surfaces having nanometer order thickness and are expected to show low traction coefficient caused by extraordinarily low viscosity based on anisotropic orientation. They are also expected to provide better wear protection than rod-like liquid crystals because their shape enables them to effectively adsorb flat and cover on sheared surfaces.
When such molecules that have a large and smooth π-conjugated plane like as graphite would be designed, both of above mentioned features sought in a lubricant might be accomplished.
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Figure1. Discotic liquid crystals examined
We have evaluated the temperature dependence of Figure2. Table1 Reciprocating parts. experimental condition
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Figure 3 , we found that thin layer of 
